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1. Introduction

The global theory of the space .f2 (E, F) of all order bounded linear mappings from a
linear lattice E into a linear lattice F is actively investigated. In particular, when F is
an CL).space, many theorems in the case F is the space of real numbers can be extend
ed. In this connection we shall give a structure theorem of .f2(At, L) (cf. Def.1). We
shall also give some remarks on the structure of J2 (L, At) as a dual case.

For definitions we refer to Kelley and Namioka ~2~ and for elementary calculations we
refer to Vulikh-L.

2. Definitions and notations.

Throughout this paper M is an abstract (Af) ·space with an order unit e and L is an
abstract (L) ·space. We say that a subset A of AI (or L) is order bounded if A is con
tained in an interval

[x,yJ= {z,=1I1 (or L) :x~z~y}.

DEFI:\I no~ 1. 12 (M, L) (resp. 12(L, Af)) is the space of all the linear mappings from
M (resp. L) into L(resp.1I1) which map every order bounded set in 111 (resp. L) to an
order bounded set in L (resp. 1\1).

3. Theorem

THEORDI1. J2(Af,L) is an abstract (L)·space under the norm 119?11=llsup,'xlI~ll9?(x) III
for any 9?'=.f2 (M, L).

Proof. We notice that I!rpll=llsup Ilxll~,I9?(x) Ill, which clearly exists. Ilrpll is a norm
for .f2(M,L). In fact, if 119?11=0, then sup IIxW 19?(x) 1=0 and hence SO=O.

Ila9?II=llsup IlxlI~llarp(x) III

=lllal sup IIxll~l Irp(x) III

= lalll sup Ilxl'~llrp(x) III

=lajll9?1I

for any scalar ex and any rpEJ2(M, L).

119?+sbll=llsup IIXII~" (rp+cj;) (x) III

=llsup IIxll~119?(x)+cj;(x) III

<[Isup 11 x II~" 9?(x) I+SUPII x 11 ~11 cj; (x) I11

=lIsuPllxll~ll9?(x) I11 +JlsuPIIXII~llcj;(x) I11
---------------
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=11~1I+lIepll

for any ~,epE.f!.(M,L).
The norm II~II is compatible with the order, that is, if 1~1<lepl, then 119?1I~llepll.

Clearly our norm is monotonic on the positive cone of .f!.(M, L), that is, if O~cp$,ep,

then 1I~1I~llepll. Therefore it is enough to show that 1/9?JI=III9?111 for any 9?E.f!.(M,L).
But

1119?111=lIsupIIXII.d I~I (x) III

=llsuPllxlI~l.x~ollcpl (x) III

=llsuPllxllH x;,olcpl (x) 11

=lIsupllxlIH x"o sup 1'1" 19?(Y) III

= 11 sup 11 x11'1. z~ol~(x) I11

=II~II.

Now let us prove that our norm is additive on the positive cone of 12(M, L). We
notice that if 9?E 12 (M, L) and cp::::::O, then 1I~1I=1I9?(e)11. Therefore, if 9?, epEJ2(M, L)
and 9?>O, 92:0, then

11~+epll= I1 (9?+c/J) (e)JI

= !19?(e) +ep(e) 11

= 119?(e) 11 + lIep(e) 11.

Hence i19?+I'll = 119?1I +111'11.
To :finish our proof, it remains to show that J2(M, L) is a Banach space. To prove

this, it is sufficient to prove that
1) if a sequence {9?,,} (9?,,~O) is decreasing and converges to zero in order, then {9?"l

converges to 0 in norm, and that
2) if a sequence {Pal (p,,~O) is increasing without order bound, then sequence of

norms {lIcp"lIl increases without bound. (cf. Vulikh [lJ)
But IIcp"JI = lip" (e) 11 and (inf,,~J (e) =inf" (~" (e» =0. Hence 1) holds. If {p,,} is in

creasing without bound, then so is p" (e) and hence lip" (e)JI is increasing without
bound.

This completes our proof.

We shall state some remarks on 12(L, M).

REMARK 1. If L has an order unit u and M is Dedekind complete, then 12(L, M) is a
normed lattice.

Proof. We shall adopt the same norm as in the theorem 1, namely, Ilpil=
llsup,z, •• I~(x)IJI for any pEJ2(L, M). The same reasoning as in the :first part of the
proof of the theorem 1 concludes our assertion.

REMARK 2. For arbitrary L and M with unit e

12 (L, M) ::::J.f!.b (L, M)
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where fl. CL, M) is the space of all the norm bounded linear mappings from L into M.

Proof. Let <jJE.fl.CL,M). Any order bounded set is norm bounded in L. Hence rp
maps an order bounded set to a norm bounded set in M which is order bounded.

fl. CL, M) is a Banach space under the usual supremum norm and carries a natural
partial order.

REMARK 3. The partially ordered Banach space fl. CL, M) carries an order unit. More
over, our norm satisfies that

I/rpVI'll = Ilrp11V111'11
for any positive elements rp, l' in fl. CL. M) .

Proof. Let e be the order unit of M. The mapping uCx) =lIxlle for positive element
x in L is additive. Therefore it has a linear extension, say u again, on L. For x positive
and <jJE.fl. CL, M) it is true that

rpCx) <1I<pCx) Ile~II<pllllxlle= Ilrpllu Cx)
and hence <jJ<II<pllu. It follows that u is a unit and moreover, for positive elements rp
and </1 of i!.. CL, M), because of the inequality

<pv<jJ< CII<pllvlI1'lI)u,

it is true that

This completes our proof.
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